Dedicated & Combination Service Blocks
Service for each day is broken into multiple blocks which operate on different schedules to adapt to our riders’ needs. Earlier in the day, buses provide more frequent service to a single route when service is needed most for peak class times. Later, buses come less frequently and may combine multiple routes into a single bus during off-peak periods. When routes combine, the route number and name displayed on each bus and schedule block will also change.

Reduced Service and Service Suspension
Due to COVID-19, service has been reduced to essential routes. Locations that are affected by these changes may be served by SafeRide service, which operates Monday - Friday 7:00am to 11:00pm and on Saturday and Sundays 10:00am to 11:00pm. Please schedule your SafeRide via the TransLoc® app and if you have any questions, contact our dispatchers at (252) 328-7433. The safety of our customers is important to us. As we practice social distancing, keep in mind you may need to ride an earlier bus or schedule a SafeRide earlier than normal to arrive at your destination on time.

Departure Time Points
Locations in bold with an asterisk (*) are considered time points. Time points are stops along the route that have a set time for the vehicle to depart. Other locations listed are not considered to be time points and have approximate departure times. Remember to arrive early to your pickup location to ensure that you arrive at your destination on time. Track your bus by downloading the NextBus™ app or visiting BusTime® for real-time tracking and passenger load.

Night Service: SafeRide
SafeRide is a point-to-point, on-demand van service which works to help ensure safe travel around campus and adjacent areas at night after most regular daytime service has ended. It also operates in conjunction with the bus system to connect you with evening bus routes for travel away from campus. Schedule a ride by using the TransLoc® app. For scheduling issues, call 252-328-7433 and speak with a dispatcher for assistance. Please note: dispatchers cannot schedule rides which duplicate currently operating bus service. An ECU 1 Card is required (two guest per valid ID).